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Two Alumni Selected
SIUE Team Places First at ACG Cup Competition for the Third-Consecutive Year

SIUE School of Business graduate students have won the Association for Corporate Growth (ACG) Interuniversity Cup for the third-consecutive year. The ACG Cup is a case study competition that allows those within the competition the chance to interact and work with professionals from within the ACG community. The competition provides business students with mergers and acquisitions, investment banking, financial advisory and private equity experience, as well as valuable real-world insights. The SIUE team took first place, a $3,000 cash prize and ACG memberships. The teams from the Washington University in St. Louis Olin School of Business and the University of Missouri-St. Louis placed second and third, respectively.

“This accomplishment shows the depth and weight of the SIUE School of Business,” said graduate student and team member, Mark Webster. “This win solidifies my belief that one does not need to pay a fortune to receive a great education.”

About the SIUE School of Business

By the Numbers

4 Undergraduate Academic Programs
- BS Accountancy
- BS Business Administration
- BS Business Economics and Finance
- BS Computer Management and Information Systems

Undergraduate Business Administration Specializations
- Economics
- Finance
- International Business
- Management Information Systems

9 Faculty
- Entrepreneurship
- General Business Administration
- Human Resource Management
- Management
- Marketing

5 Graduate Programs
- Master of Business Administration
- Master of Marketing Research
- MS Accountancy
- MS Economics and Finance
- MS Computer Management and Information Systems

Our Vision
The SIUE School of Business will be a nationally recognized premier metropolitan business school that develops highly skilled and innovative graduates who enhance businesses, organizations and communities.

Our Mission
Engage in high-quality instruction, research and professional activities to prepare current and future business professionals and to improve business practice. These efforts add value: for students, by enhancing their career prospects; for organizations, by developing business professionals who meet their needs and stimulate innovation; and for business disciplines, by producing and disseminating timely and relevant scholarship.

Points of Pride
The SIUE School of Business is among an elite 10 percent of business schools worldwide that have earned the prestigious seal of approval from the Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business International (AACSB International). This accreditation represents the highest standard of achievement for business schools worldwide. Less than 30 percent of AACSB accredited schools also hold the accounting accreditation. The School of Business has been accredited by AACSB since 1975, and the accountancy program achieved separate accreditation in 1987.

For the eighth consecutive year, the SIUE School of Business is named an outstanding business school by The Princeton Review. “The Best 295 Business Schools: 2014 Edition” by The Princeton Review recommends the School as one of the best institutions in the U.S. from which students can earn an MBA.

In addition to learning from innovative curricula and quality faculty, School of Business students are encouraged to get involved outside the classroom to enrich both their academic and personal lives and prepare for careers in business leadership. Students can choose from 15 student organizations, including three national honor societies.

Cover: Kristopher Steffen, BS ’06
The success of our alumni starts early in the School of Business, as evidenced by the top-notch students entering the School of Business through our Freshman Select program. These high achieving students bring with them a high standard of student responsibility, community and philanthropy. They will become the next group of accomplished alumni. Their success will be supported by our innovative curriculum and highly motivated faculty. Innovative programs such as GBA 402, highlighted in this issue, demonstrate how we incorporate practical knowledge and real-world experiences in order to better prepare our students to enter the workforce. Our curriculum helps to set our students apart by engaging them in community service projects, internships and the use of an etiquette specialist to help prepare them for their transition into the business world.

We also highlight the various ways that our alumni generously support the School of Business. Financial support provides opportunities to many of our students, both inside and outside of the classroom, which would have otherwise been unavailable. Scholarships also allow our students to spend time on their studies and experiential learning, as opposed to worrying about paying bills. Not only do our alumni support us financially, but many spend countless hours sharing their knowledge and experiences with current and future students through lectures, mentoring, judging competitions, serving on our advisory and alumni boards, and assisting our student organizations. The connections established between our alumni and current students will be invaluable as they move through their professional lives.

One of the many points of pride for the School of Business is the close relationship that exists between our students, the School and the communities in our area. In this issue, we highlight just one of the many community partners that embodies this spirit of cooperation and community service.
Two Alumni Recognized Among St. Louis’ Top Young Business Professionals

Each year, the *St. Louis Business Journal* sorts through hundreds of nominations to choose 30 of the top business leaders under the age of 30. Two honorees in the 2013 class shared more in common than professional accolades or philanthropic pursuits. For Jonathan Frech, BS ’09, MBA ’12, and Kristopher Steffen, BS ’06, they both started their paths to success in the SIUE School of Business.

Jonathan Frech, Director of Release Management, MasterCard

With a father who graduated from the SIUE School of Business, Frech knew from an early age that SIUE would be a good fit for his education. “Thanks to my dad’s experience, I recognized that I’d get the foundational knowledge needed and also develop the skills required to succeed at a technologically advanced organization,” Frech said.

After double majoring in computer management and information systems and management, Frech started at MasterCard as a business analyst. To prepare himself for leadership opportunities in the company, he returned to SIUE to earn his MBA.

“The MBA program bridged the gap between the skills I had and those I needed to advance my career,” he said.

In less than a decade, Frech moved from analyzing business processes and system architectures to leading a team that manages software releases for the $8.3 billion company’s core payments technology.

Frech’s growth as a leader extends beyond his own career. He participates in MasterCard’s Young Professionals Business Resource Group and serves on the Magic House’s Young Professionals Board.

“I think the combination of my personal and professional work led to the award,” Frech said. “The recognition validates the importance of giving back to the community and helping others.”

—Jonathan Frech, BS ’09, MBA ’12

Kristopher Steffen, Global Content Manager, Integrated HR Portal, Monsanto

For Steffen, the award served as a testament to finding and pursuing his passions — a search which started in his days at SIUE.

“Early in my college education studying business administration, I developed an interest in human resources and knew I wanted to focus my career in that area,” Steffen said.

At Monsanto, Steffen began his career working in operations where he learned about project management and sourcing in global procurement. But he stayed true to his interest in HR, and he recently moved into a new position managing a global, self-service portal for employees to access all HR-related information.

During the past seven years, he also led one of Monsanto’s nine diversity networks, co-chaired United Way fundraising events and served on the Young Professionals Board for the Little Bit Foundation.

“Giving back to the community in which I work and live is the most important reason why I volunteer,” Steffen said. “I plan to continue building my career around these passions and encourage others to get involved as early as they can.”

—Kristopher Steffen, BS ’06
A partner since the SIUE School of Business was founded, TheBANK of Edwardsville’s time investments and financial contributions continue to pay dividends to the school and the community.

TheBANK of Edwardsville is a major contributor to the Cougar Business Resource Center, the SIUE School of Business’ state-of-the-art technology and collaboration center for students. TheBANK has been a generous corporate partner, providing both financial and in-kind support to the School of Business and its students. In recognition of their generous support, the lobby in the Cougar Business Resource Center was named after TheBANK of Edwardsville.

“SIUE and the School of Business are critical to the economic success of our region,” said Rob Schwartz, senior vice president of retail banking at TheBANK and SIUE School of Business advisory board member. “As an up-and-coming school, it attracts top talent to the region, and those people stay to work and live here.”

TheBANK offers annual scholarships for students that help bring the best and brightest young business minds to SIUE. The need-based scholarships are given to full-time School of Business students who exhibit leadership skills, and demonstrate an interest in business/finance and banking.

“Providing scholarships helps make the School of Business a more positive place for students to go and learn,” Schwartz said. “The SIUE School of Business graduates are coming into the workforce with a great education. That benefits TheBANK and all the businesses in our community.”

It’s not just TheBANK’s financial support that makes the School of Business stronger. Many employees of TheBANK serve as faculty advisors, student mentors and class experts, providing real-world expertise through presentations, group discussions and one-on-one appointments.

“Through our partnership with the SIUE School of Business, we have a unique opportunity to speak directly with students, prepare them for their future careers and help them build a better life financially after school,” Schwartz said. “Hopefully our expertise is helpful in moving the school forward. It helps keep us engaged with what happens in the school and in the community, which is extremely important to our success as an organization.”

Currently, at least one quarter of TheBANK’s 400 employees are SIUE alumni, many from the School of Business. In addition to entry-level management and training positions, TheBANK provides internship opportunities to SIUE students interested in the financial field.

“Our school and our students greatly benefit from the strategic counsel, in-kind support and real-world perspective offered by TheBANK’s management team and employees,” said Janice Joplin, associate dean of SIUE’s School of Business.
As an undergraduate student, Rachel Aubrey, BS ’05, MMR ’06, had very little interest in pursuing a future in marketing research. That all changed when she took an introductory marketing research class at SIUE and realized it was everything she was looking for in a career.

Immediately after earning her undergraduate degree from the School of Business, she enrolled in SIUE’s Master of Marketing Research (MMR) program. The SIUE School of Business is among a small percentage of schools in the country that offer a specialized marketing research master’s program.

Today, Aubrey designs and executes research studies for Millward Brown in St. Louis, an international research agency that works with 90 percent of the world’s leading brands. “When I started at Millward Brown, I felt like I had already been in a professional environment for a couple of years because of my time in the program,” Aubrey said. “It made me feel like I wasn’t a fresh college graduate when I entered the job market.”

As a student, Aubrey focused on finding a position with Millward Brown, and she credits SIUE for helping her land her dream job upon graduation. “The faculty pushed us to not just accept the obvious, but to think about things at the next level,” Aubrey said. “I learned that it’s our job as researchers not to be order takers but to actually ask hard questions of our client.”

As part of its hands-on approach to learning, the MMR program provides every student with the opportunity to participate in a corporate-sponsored graduate internship. “We have so many companies requesting to participate in our internship network that last year I had to turn down four companies because I literally didn’t have students to send to them,” said Dr. Ramana Madupalli, associate professor of Marketing and director of the MMR program.

**About the MMR**

The master of marketing research (MMR) program prepares graduates for careers with research agencies and corporations. One of only a few specialized marketing research master’s programs in the country, the SIUE MMR program focuses on helping students understand the businesses they work with and how to conduct research that meets their unique needs and objectives. MMR students receive practical experience through professional internships and hands-on research projects in their classes.
Kevin Nesselhauf, BA ’08, MBA ’13, fell in love with the SIUE campus on his first visit as a high school senior from Festus, Mo. He had no idea just how long that feeling would last.

He credits SIUE for providing the academic foundation and access to a professional network that propelled him to a successful career. Now he’s returned to help pass on his love for SIUE to fellow alumni as president-elect of the SIUE Alumni Association.

As an undergraduate, Nesselhauf majored in construction management in the School of Engineering. After graduation, a member of SIUE’s faculty helped him land a job as field coordinator on a $4 billion refinery expansion project for Phillips 66. Several years later, Nesselhauf advanced to the position of turnaround coordinator, managing short-term shutdowns during which refinery units go through scheduled maintenance.

Looking for ways to advance his career, Nesselhauf decided to pursue an MBA at his alma mater.

“I chose to go back to SIUE because no other program offered a similar value. The staff at SIUE is incredible, and I learned so much as an undergraduate and again in the MBA program,” Nesselhauf said.

“The ‘organizational change’ course offered direct benefits for my job as turnaround coordinator. I work with large teams of up to 250 contractors. These teams consist of different ages and backgrounds, who can sometimes be change-averse. Learning how to sell my ideas to different people was very important.”

Since graduating from the MBA program, Nesselhauf has remained engaged with SIUE through leadership positions in the Alumni Association. Now as president of the SIUE Alumni Association, his main goal is to encourage SIUE graduates to stay engaged after graduation and to re-engage alumni who lost touch with the school.

“SIUE has worked hard to become a nationally recognized institution,” Nesselhauf said. “We want alumni to know how this growth is augmenting the value of their SIUE degree.”

“About the MBA

The master of business administration (MBA) program prepares graduates for managerial careers in businesses and nonprofit organizations. Students learn from professors with professional experience who bring real-world lessons to the classroom, including how to manage resources in a global business environment, how to analyze and use complex information, and how to make decisions that help organizations achieve their goals.

“The staff at SIUE is incredible, and I learned so much as an undergraduate and again in the MBA program.”

—Kevin Nesselhauf, BA ’08, MBA ’13
CMIS Program Opens Door to Promising New Career

From the time he was little, Jason Kehl, BS ’05, MS CMIS ’12, had a knack for computers and programming, but his career path into IT wasn’t a direct one.

As an undergraduate student at SIUE, Jason dreamed of traveling the world and pursued an undergraduate degree in philosophy with a minor in religious studies. It wasn’t until he started a family that Jason decided to make a career change and enrolled in the master of science in computer management and information systems (MS CMIS) program at SIUE.

Today, Jason works for Decision First Technologies, an Atlanta-based boutique consulting agency that specializes in SAP BusinessObjects, an enterprise level reporting, analysis and planning suite. His work allows companies to enrich the transactional data they culminate to find trends and optimize performance. It’s a job that requires both a technical background and an ability to translate data in a meaningful way back to the business.

“I think our program does a great job of helping students find that proper balance,” said Dr. Clay Williams, associate professor of CMIS. “Our students are not just trained by the book. They have practical application skills.”

Ironically, the class that landed Jason his first IT job was a course he wasn’t thrilled about taking but had to enroll in to graduate on time. ABAP is a specific programming language that SAP is written in. Jason did particularly well in the course, so when a company contacted his professor, Dr. Jo Ellen Moore, seeking an ABAP specialist, Jason was the first person she recommended.

“I learned to not discount any class,” he said. “I got into a career that I absolutely love because I begrudgingly had to take a class that I didn’t think I’d like, and it ended up being the door that opened many opportunities for me.”

“Jason’s success shows how our MS CMIS program can serve as a career change vehicle for people wanting to get into IT,” said Moore. “Jason was a motivated learner in his classes and kept his eye on internship openings. Both of those things contributed to Jason’s speedy entry into the IT workforce.”

About the MS CMIS

The master of science in computer management and information systems (MS CMIS) program prepares graduates for career advancement in managing organizations’ technology systems. Students receive hands-on opportunities to design and implement strategic information systems while also learning how business technology impacts and influences other functions in the corporate world.
After earning his bachelor’s degree from SIUE, Adam Ward, BS ’03, MSA ’04, found himself with a dream job at KPMG, one of the largest audit, tax and advisory firms in the world. However, Ward knew to take his education to the next level, he needed something to help him excel — a master of science in accountancy. So he returned to SIUE for another year of study to refine his skills and help him prepare for the Certified Public Accountant (CPA) exam.

“While completing my master's at SIUE, I was encouraged to pursue leadership roles in Beta Alpha Psi, the accounting honors fraternity, and get involved with networking opportunities,” Ward said. “The program enabled me to challenge myself and take risks that helped shape my career.”

During his undergrad studies, Ward interned with The Boeing Company and then landed another competitive internship with KPMG. He impressed his bosses with his ability to apply his classroom experiences to day-to-day accounting responsibilities, including corporate accounting and auditing.

“Finding real life application of the types of accounting work you’d like to do is important, and my classes prepared me to succeed at KPMG,” Ward said. “My professors encouraged me to learn how companies apply the accounting literature to real-world opportunities through case studies and critical thinking.”

His graduate degree allowed him to jump-start his career as he hoped. He passed the CPA exam on his first attempt and began working full-time in the KPMG St. Louis office upon graduation. A few years later, he accepted an international assignment with KPMG Switzerland — a dream that stemmed from his early days with the firm.

Ward is currently based in Zurich, Switzerland, as a senior manager with the U.S. accounting and reporting group at KPMG Switzerland.

“Our faculty are dedicated teachers, and they give students the technical information they need to earn the degree. But we also give students opportunities to network with professionals through our student groups and expose them to real world work through our intern programs,” said Dr. Mike Costigan, director of the MSA program. “Those experiences prepared Adam well to compete for the job at KPMG and then succeed once he was there.”

About the MSA

The master of science in accountancy (MSA) program prepares graduates for managerial careers in public accounting. Students have the flexibility to tailor their studies to an individual interest. The SIUE MSA degree focuses on critical thinking, research and problem solving as students gain a deeper understanding of accounting and the role it plays in successful organizations.
What is your previous experience?
I've held a variety of positions over the last 15 years in the communications and fundraising fields, focusing primarily on special events. Most notably, I spent nearly six years at the USO of Missouri, a nonprofit charity supporting military personnel and their families, as director of special events and communications. In this role, I was responsible for creating and overseeing fundraising events for the organization, including their Mud Run, gala and golf tournament.

In addition to my work experience, I earned both my bachelor of science and master of arts degrees in speech communication from SIUE.

What attracted you to come back to SIUE?
Honestly, I wanted to come home to what I consider the place that gave me my start. I loved the work I was doing, but the School of Business director of development position was the diamond in the rough; it held all of the opportunities I wanted out of a position. My grandmother and mother graduated from SIUE, and I met my husband here. I'm very passionate about our school, our students, our alumni and our business partners.

What are your primary responsibilities?
First and foremost, it is my job to keep SIUE in the minds of alumni and business partners. To accomplish this, I’ll be working on building strong relationships — that’s the biggest part of my job. I’m sharing how SIUE’s School of Business is an excellent place for education and demonstrating the stewardship we provide for all the gifts we receive. Ultimately, I need to help people who are thinking about supporting the School understand that their gift directly affects our students — either by providing scholarships or creating resources for those students.

What upcoming projects are you excited about?
We will be doing a lot to update our online presence over the next several months. Recently, we launched our new smartphone app (see page 22) that features School of Business information. We are getting ready to jump into updating the School of Business website, which will allow us more connectivity with our alumni and donors.

In addition, we'll be working on setting a strategic plan for the School of Business’ development and alumni relations. The plan will focus on bolstering scholarships and funding our new transition courses.

How can alumni stay connected with the School of Business?
I’d absolutely encourage alumni to download the new SIUE School of Business app. It provides great information on everything happening – news, events and opportunities to get involved. Also, they should know that my door is always open. If they have any questions, I’m always happy to help and can be contacted at scolvin@siue.edu or 618-650-2317. I’d love to help our alumni find a way to connect to the School of Business or identify a path for involvement.
When Syed Rashid Zaman, MS Economics and Finance ’12, graduated from North South University in Bangladesh, he wanted to pursue a master of science in economics and finance in the U.S. One of his professors recommended SIUE because of the program’s reputation.

From the start, SIUE was the perfect fit. The graduate program gave Zaman the independence to develop his own path and the confidence to set him up for success. He quickly immersed himself in the School of Business student culture — joining study groups, engaging in extracurricular activities and helping research the volatility of oil prices as a graduate assistant for Dr. Ali Kutan, professor of economics and finance.

“Every faculty member reassured me that we were being taught the best standards, which helped build my confidence,” Zaman said. “Through classes, organizations and research, I learned how to deal with real economic data and how to present it more efficiently. I have a knack for economics, but they helped me better adjust to the American business culture.”

Zaman challenged himself throughout his time at SIUE. His team won first place in the Association for Corporate Growth (ACG) St. Louis Cup in 2012. He also gave the summer 2012 commencement speech — sharing his educational journey with fellow students.

“It all comes back to what you’re willing to invest in yourself,” Zaman said. “We don’t spend much of our lives in school, so it’s important to maximize that opportunity. My current role requires me to understand data movement and how it relates to the economy, something I learned in the classroom.”

Zaman’s commitment to his education continues to reward him today as a senior credit analyst with Bluestem Brands in Minnesota. He is on a risk management team, determining the right balance between risk and opportunity.

“Our economics and finance graduate degree program helps drive students towards success, and Syed took full advantage of his opportunities,” said Dr. Rakesh Bharati, professor of finance.

About the MS Economics and Finance

The master of science in economics and finance (MS Economics and Finance) program prepare graduates for careers in government and businesses, including investment banks, brokerage houses, insurance companies and corporate finance departments. The programs draw students from around the world and give them practical experience through internships and in-class projects with technology used by professionals in the field.
New Advisory Board Chair Wants to Help Students “Swing for the Fences”

Dave Schaake, BS ’77, knows about success — beginning with his days as the starting shortstop on the 1976 SIUE baseball team that finished second in the nation to climbing his way up to the world’s leading global provider of risk management, insurance and reinsurance brokerage, human resources solutions, and outsourcing services.

Now he wants to help the next generation of business graduates develop a winning game plan at the SIUE School of Business. As the new chair of the School of Business Advisory Board, Schaake will lead a team of regional alumni and corporate leaders to provide perspective and guidance on preparing students for their own success.

While the chance to play baseball for the legendary coach Roy Lee brought Schaake to SIUE, his time at the School of Business shaped his future. During his final semester, he worked full-time on the assembly line at the Ford plant in Hazelwood. He saw many co-workers who had college degrees but were not putting them to use. He resolved to not fall in the same trap.

So Schaake combed the job opportunities in the school’s placement office (now the SIUE Career Development Center). One in particular caught his eye: an insurance underwriter trainee.

“I didn’t know anything about the field, but I knew it was an opportunity to use my degree,” Schaake said. “It wasn’t something I planned to get into, but I ended up working at a few places in the insurance industry and went from there.”

His career path includes management positions in St. Louis, Chicago and New York while working for the two biggest insurance brokerage companies in the world. He applied his passion for education to developing training programs that prepared new hires for success.

As chairman of the Advisory Board, Schaake wants to share that passion with the School he credits as the launching pad for his success.

“I want to help SIUE grow because the university did so much for me,” Schaake said. “It’s important for students to see someone who started at SIUE and developed a career. I’ve already been able to meet with students and have had a direct impact on them by sharing some life lessons. It’s very rewarding.”
Call me antsy, if you’d like. But I have this little bit of tension inside that drives me forward. Not in a bad way. Not that I am unhappy or unsatisfied—with me or anything/anyone else. It is simply that I seek “better.” Better for my family, company, community and work team. In the case of better for me, I find it through service to others, doing my best professionally and through continuing my education. I would call myself a lifetime learner. Continuing education provides an edge in the business world. There are four key learning areas in my professional life, helping to make me a productive employee and more effective leader.

1. Better understand the industry: When I entered the property/casualty insurance industry in 1991 as an accountant with Hortica Insurance & Employee Benefits, my first order of business was to get to know insurance. During my first two years at Hortica, I pursued the independent Certified Public Accountant (CPA). It took an intense evening study regimen and a Saturday morning review course for several months, but I knew the designation was a must for me as a financial professional.

I also went on to earn six separate insurance designations. Learning about casualty underwriting and insurance compliance, statutory accounting and premium ratemaking may not an exciting story make, but it was important to me to “get it” before I could fully participate as an employee.

2. Get to really know the company: Equally significant was gaining an understanding of our company’s clients, our role in the industry and the reason our company was formed. Asking questions, observing and participating as much as possible in corporate activities helped me key in on our employees, our clientele, our ethics and the services we provide. It was energizing to know that I was a part of our company’s passion and purpose, particularly when my job expanded to include involvement with people and leadership.

Not only does Hortica insure the horticultural industry, it supports it by funding research, assisting industry trade associations and participating in advocacy/lobbying efforts. Intimately understanding the company’s role in this industry was imperative so that I could “walk the talk.”

3. Go back to school: A broader view was in order to put my understanding of my field of choice, my industry and my company in a larger context. Through the SIUE MBA program, I revisited all the disciplines of my undergraduate business education. But at that point in my life, I was living these business experiences every day and could be an active contributor in class. The curriculum, exceptional professors, multidiscipline group projects, diverse students—all were top flight. The experience made me better, personally and professionally.

The takeaway for me, besides meeting outstanding people, was enhancing strategic thinking abilities in my role at Hortica. What’s best for the whole—the company—after thoughtful discussion and debate among us? To get there requires consideration, compromise and consensus around the table, and every one of us walking away, nodding “yes.”

4. Learn from others: Coursework and exam-passing are only half of effective continuing professional education. The most impactful learning experiences involve people. Hearing about another culture lessens judgment. Understanding another person’s circumstances creates compassion. Listening to experts fosters your creativity and innovation in your own industry. These traits are critical to successful business leadership … and life!

After more than two decades in the insurance industry, I am still learning. As CFO, I participate annually in national conferences with other financial executives in the property/casualty insurance industry. The financial officers attending may face similar challenges, and as Ken Blanchard, author of The One Minute Manager, has said: “No one of us is as smart as all of us.”

I continue to be intrigued with higher education. I’m always after “better”—and I’m not stopping any time soon.
Professors Compile First Embezzlement Database

Occupational fraud, or embezzlement, is one of the most common problems plaguing businesses in the United States today — and it’s only getting worse. In 2012, 538 new arrests or indictments were recorded with businesses facing more than $735 million in losses. And, according to the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, workplace theft accounts for approximately one-third of all business failures.

But who are these daytime criminals? More than 80 percent of perpetrators are first-time offenders with clean employment histories, making embezzlement difficult to detect for business owners and executives until it’s too late.

To combat this growing trend, accounting professors Dr. Brad Reed (2013 School of Business Professor of the Year) and Dr. Greg Sierra created a database of U.S. embezzlement cases to identify the characteristics of companies where the crime occurs and of the embezzlers themselves. Once complete, the database will help law enforcement and business owners fight fraud in the workplace.

“In embezzlement cases, the offenders tend to be employees without a record, but they do have a college degree. All of a sudden something happens and they steal $300,000 from their company. There’s almost no way to track these criminals,” Reed said. “Accountants and law enforcement officers both need a better understanding about the type of people that commit workplace theft, so we’re meeting that need by creating this database.”

Reed and Sierra are still in the early stages of research, using a variety of public sources to compile the database. Their main sources of information are a weekly FBI report of current embezzlement cases, as well as national and local media coverage of arrests and court cases related to fraud. However, because many companies are reluctant to report embezzlement in an effort to protect their reputation, statistics are inaccurate.

“The more we know about embezzlement cases, the better we are at noticing — and stopping — embezzlement right away,” Reed said. “We’re hoping to provide law enforcement with the research and tools necessary to catch criminals and protect business owners before it’s too late.”

Reed also sees immediate and practical applications of this research for his accounting and auditing students: “When students have exposure to real-life fraud and embezzlement examples during class, they are better equipped to handle these cases when they encounter them in their future careers,” he said. “It also helps students know that what they’re studying has a value outside of the classroom.”

“In embezzlement cases, the offenders tend to be employees without a record, but they do have a college degree. All of a sudden something happens and they steal $300,000 from their company. There’s almost no way to track these criminals.”

— Dr. Brad Reed
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New Courses ‘Transition’ Students into Young Professionals

In the School of Business, there are no term papers on the proper way to eat a dinner roll. You can’t enroll in Firm Handshake 101. And no professor will ask you to present on going above and beyond in the workplace.

But based on feedback from business leaders and alumni, School of Business faculty and administration knew these types of soft skills — personal interaction competencies critical to success in the workplace — needed to be addressed before students graduated.

“One of the recurring themes we hear from employers — whether or not it’s about School of Business graduates — is that young professionals aren’t prepared for the corporate working environment,” said Mark Weinheimer, advisory board member and attorney and shareholder for Polsinelli. “I’ve seen many young graduates, and while they’re well-educated and competent, many have challenges with things like work ethic, navigating management layers and reliability.”

Funded by donors, the School of Business launched two Transitions courses in 2012:
• GBA 301 Business Transitions I: Planning for Success
• GBA 402 Business Transitions II: Commitment Beyond College

Planning for Success

All School of Business students are required to take GBA 301 before they begin the core of their major coursework. The class meets just once during an eight-hour orientation session that’s tightly scheduled and meant to reflect the demands of a typical professional workday.

The day begins with an in-depth look at the School’s learning goals and the expectations faculty have for students on soft skills, like getting to class on time, paying attention during lessons and participating in discussions. Later in the day, students learn about the importance of global and cultural awareness, and ethics in business (themes woven throughout their School of Business classes). A session focused on career preparation directs students to analyze the results of their own personality tests. They learn more about their strengths and challenges and have to think about how those translate to the professional environment.

“I’m a Type A personality. When I’m interacting with people in a work environment, I learned that I can come off harsher than I intend,” said Kevin Abington, a senior computer management and information systems major who plans to graduate in May. “Taking that test helped me understand I will need to adapt a bit more when I’m working with Type B personalities.”

That type of self-awareness and reflection is exactly what the School wants to draw out of students with the Transitions courses. Throughout the semester, they’re asked to write short papers that draw on the lessons from the orientation session and apply them to experiences, like participating in University events, involvement in an on-campus organization and reflecting on an article in the Financial Times.

The orientation session ends with a mock networking event hosted by Melenie Broyles of Etiquette Saint Louis. She helps alleviate anxiety about meeting new people and gives tips on how to avoid faux pas from inappropriate conversation topics to mismanaging food and drink during introductions.

“The day is an advance warning that students need to think more holistically about the business world and how business occurs in the world,” said Norris Manning, director of academic services. “Since we started the program, faculty have noticed a change in student behavior. They carry themselves more professionally, dress up for presentations and take the entire experience much more seriously.”

Commitment Beyond College

School of Business students take GBA 402 in their final semester. Here, they refine interpersonal skills and prepare for other realities they will face after college, such as where to find the salad fork in a place setting and how to financially plan for a family. Students in this course attend a handful of class gatherings held during the semester, and again turn in reflection papers about how their experiences are preparing them for life after SIUE.

The sessions include a financial planning seminar where students receive budget counseling and a spreadsheet tool developed by
faculty to plan their spending. The advice helps them understand how to manage a steady paycheck so they’re able to balance enjoying their life with saving for the future and paying off financial obligations, like student loans or buying a home.

Melenie Broyles of Etiquette Saint Louis hosts an etiquette dinner — a three-course meal in a formal dining setting. Students quickly learn there’s a higher level of decorum expected when you’re eating with colleagues and clients than when you’re out with your friends.

“They learn first impressions are so important in the business world,” said David Schaake, BS ’77, advisory board chair and senior executive at AON plc. “You can tell a lot about a person by their handshake and by how comfortable they are in an unfamiliar setting.”

Students also write reflection papers about four videos they watch from a list of career and professionalism topics. The title of one TED Talks video, “Why You Will Fail to Have a Great Career,” caught Abington’s attention and helped him understand the critical role he’ll play as a leader.

“The speaker talked about how we find excuses for why we don’t pursue the things we want and how we’re often discouraged from going after big goals. We’re told they’re unrealistic,” said Abington, who’s pursuing a career in the U.S. Air Force after graduation. “As a cadet, a major part of my responsibility will be mentoring, and the assignment gave me a different perspective on my role as a mentor.”

Although only two classes of students have gone through the exit Transitions course, employers at the SIUE Career Fair said those students seemed more polished, dressed more professionally, and were more at ease introducing themselves and engaging with company representatives.

“Thanks to the Transitions program, our students are more deliberate in their education; they’re participating in more student organizations, and event attendance has increased,” Manning said. “These courses push students to think about themselves differently; to see themselves not as students, but as young professionals.”

The experience-based courses bookend the School of Business journey and require students to go outside their comfort zones to learn how to navigate life after graduation.

“In these experiences, our students gather knowledge of skills and proficiencies outside their majors,” Manning said. “The Transitions courses add a layer of polish on them as people move forward into their next phase in life, whether it’s a career, more education or other kinds of training.”

When Schaake spoke to the first Transitions course, he witnessed some of the challenges being reported by employers. As students filed their way into the session, they were quiet and didn’t interact with faculty, guests or each other. Many tapped away on their smartphones, engaging with something or someone — just not the people around them.

“I told them that day, ‘You need to get to know people in your surroundings. There’s a lot you can learn from one another,’” Schaake said. “People do business with people they enjoy being around. It’s those soft skills that make a difference — whether it’s in a large setting, over lunch or at a networking event. Good people skills can jumpstart a career.”

School of Business students have taken that advice to heart and appreciate the high bar that’s set by the Transitions courses. In follow-up surveys with the 301 class, 80 percent of students said they highly valued at least some portion of the course.

“People do business with people they enjoy being around. It’s those soft skills that make a difference — whether it’s in a large setting, over lunch or at a networking event. Good people skills can jumpstart a career.”

—Dave Schaake, BS ’77
advisory board chair and senior executive at Aon plc
Accounting Students Provide Free Tax Assistance to Individuals in Need

Tax season can be a headache for many filers, but at SIUE it’s an opportunity for students to gain hands-on experience while giving back to the community.

Each year, several accounting students participate in the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance (VITA) program, an official IRS program designed to help low- and moderate-income taxpayers complete their annual tax returns at no cost.

Last year, 15 SIUE students invested more than 500 volunteer hours and filed more than 100 federal and state income tax returns electronically through VITA. Aside from providing an important free service to the public, VITA offers students a taste of their future profession before they graduate.

“Employers often look to see if students have been involved with VITA,” said Dr. Mike Costigan, professor and chair of the accounting department. “It gives students another thing to add to their resumes, and firms recognize it as valuable experience.”

The volunteers — primarily senior accounting majors and students pursuing their graduate degree in the field — participate in a three-hour training course that teaches them how to prepare tax returns and about special tax credits for which taxpayers might be eligible. It’s an exercise that arms students with both the technical knowledge and communication skills to work with individuals who use VITA services.

After completing their training, students will interview the taxpayer, collect their appropriate documentation and prepare a rough draft of their tax return. Faculty advisor and accounting instructor Jim Dixon, CPA, then reviews the return and the student files the return electronically.

“Students get experience not just in dealing with the tax issues, which are important, but they also learn how to deal with people as clients,” Costigan said. “For people who come in and say they need their tax return done, but aren’t fully prepared to provide the information they need, students learn how to conduct that interview with them.”

Jim Dixon, accounting instructor and VITA faculty advisor, discusses a client tax return with student volunteers.
When Abby McGrath was in high school in Troy, Ill., she was an excellent student with a budding love for accounting. Displaying promise as a future businesswoman, McGrath represented the exact kind of student the SIUE School of Business wants to attract.

That’s why in 2013, the School launched the Freshman Select program to draw top students like McGrath to SIUE. The program opens early access to the School of Business and provides real-world business training with mentoring previously only available to upper-level students. With Freshman Select, the School of Business hopes to develop the next generation of business leaders who contribute to the business world and their communities.

“We noticed students starting to choose other departments because they weren’t familiar with what the business school offered,” said Linda Lovata, accounting professor and Freshman Select facilitator. “We wanted to make sure high-achieving freshmen – and especially high school seniors – knew who we were and what we offered. So, we created the Freshman Select program as a way to touch base with outstanding young students as soon as possible.”

“SIUE was on my short list when applying to schools, but the Freshman Select program sealed the deal for me,” McGrath said. “In just one year, I’ve already formed relationships with students and professors, attended networking events and started preparing for the business school curriculum by taking several core requirement classes.”

Freshman Select participants have access to unique benefits, such as one-on-one coaching and early career preparation:

- Uppercrmen act as advisors and help freshmen choose a major or schedule their classes.
- The School of Business regularly hosts business professionals to share real-life lessons, such as “How to Prepare for a Job Interview.”
- Students admitted to the Freshman Select program do not have to re-apply to the School of Business their sophomore year.

Freshman Select also is ideal for students like Aaron Silas, a sophomore Meridian Scholar from Cahokia, Ill., who have career paths in mind or know they want to double major. By testing out of several prerequisite courses, Silas could start taking business classes right away.

“It’s exciting to move beyond typical math courses to subjects like microeconomics that impact our everyday lives. With extra room in my course schedule, I’m able to take specialized courses sooner – and even double major – and still graduate on time,” Silas said.

In the future, the School of Business hopes to grow the program to attract and retain the best and brightest students.

“Very few high school students actually know what accountants do or what a career in business looks like,” Lovata said. “The sooner we can touch base with talented students, the sooner we can attract them to SIUE for their degree.”
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Annual Roll of Donors

The following pages contain a listing of those alumni and friends who have generously provided support for the School of Business throughout fiscal year 2013 (July 1, 2012 through June 30, 2013). We strive to make the Annual Roll of Donors as complete as possible. Please let us know if you see a discrepancy in the report. The faculty, staff and students of the School extend sincere appreciation to these individuals, corporations, foundations and organizations who have invested in the careers of our future business and community leaders. Thank you!

With gratitude, John C. Navin, Interim Dean, School of Business
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With grateful thanks, John C. Navin, Interim Dean, School of Business

* A gift is designated to the SIUE Foundation in support of student scholarships.
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School of Business Launches Mobile App

If you are wondering what’s happening at the School of Business, now you can have that information at your fingertips. In an effort to better connect with current and prospective students, as well as alumni, the School of Business launched a new mobile app. The “SIUE Business School” app is available for free on Apple and Android devices.

“Recognizing that our students are heavy users of mobile devices, it was important for us to meet them where they are with information about resources and events that can enrich their experience at SIUE’s School of Business,” said Dr. Janice Joplin, professor and associate dean.

The app helps connect current students to each other with real-time information about events on campus and student organizations they can join. Practical resources, such as maps and directions to storm shelters, are also available to help students and visitors navigate campus.

Prospective students can learn about undergraduate and graduate program offerings and study abroad opportunities offered by the School’s international partners. Photos and blog posts also will give app users a taste of the student experience at SIUE’s School of Business.

Alumni will benefit from information about executive education programs, learn about peers who have been inducted into the Alumni Hall of Fame and make donations to support the School.

“We hope the app will enable alumni to stay engaged with the School after they graduate,” Joplin said.
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Walter A. Wadlow ’85
Allen A. ’76 & Linda L. Wagner
Terry L. ’76 & Charlotte J. Walther
Albert L. Warters ’78
Christy M. Watz ’93
Margaret C. Webb ’84
Norman A. Webster ’77
Joseph D. ’82 & Emily A. ’81 Weir
Phillippe J. ’93 & Beth M. ’91, ’94, ’98 Welsh
Todd A. ’93 & Carolyn S. Welz
Ronald E. ’88 & Tracy C. Wendt
Raymond H. Werths ’62
William H. Westmeyer ’77
Rebecca J. Wheeler ’82
Col. Jimmy L. ’71 & Joelle R. Whitson
Kenneth J. ’73 & Carol A. Wieduwilt
Mary Kay I. Wiegmann ’90
Sheryl L. Willhite ’85
Thomas D. ’80, ’87 & Sarah J. ’84 Wilkerson
Jamie M. Williams ’07, ’09
Sherry A. Williams ’90
Shawn D. Williamson ’98
Samanthia J. Willis ’09
Rev. Herbert E. Wilson ’67
Christine J. Winter ’73, ’88
David H. Woelfel ’73
Norman K. Wohlschlaeger ’09
Mark R. Wolf ’92
Dennis A. Wood ’78
Duane C. ’85 & Patricia L. ’86 Woods
Travis A. Wooters ’99
Neil R. ’68 & Jane C. ’68 Yontz
Dr. Yuping Zeng
Barbara J. Zumwalt ’96
*Denotes Deceased

Corporate Partners
Ameren Corporation
Ameren Illinois
Anheuser-Busch Companies, Inc.
Bank of America
Burke, Inc.
Charlton Dataselling, Inc.
Commerce Bancshares, Inc.
Council of American Survey Research
Organizations - CASRO
Coviden
Enterprise Holdings, Inc.
Express Scripts
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
GfK Kynetec
Greater Edwardsville Area
Community Foundation
Hortica
Jim Bernhardt Associates, Inc.
Kinhuk Associates LLC
Louer Facility Planning, Inc.
An Unexpected Lesson in Market Research ‘Surfaces’ for Student

SIUE junior Kristian Swank is a typical college student — a constantly connected Millennial. As a self-professed “tech junkie,” Swank prefers to have the latest and greatest in technology. When he heard about Microsoft’s new line of tablets, Surface, Swank wanted to be one of the first to try the product.

Swank stood in line for one of the first Surface tablets when it launched in late 2012. After getting it home, he saw how the product would change his life and make it more organized on the go. He shared his thoughts at an online review on Microsoft’s website.

As an economics major, Swank thought Microsoft’s interest in how consumers used their products was fascinating. After multiple conversations with Microsoft, he found himself invited to New York City for a learning opportunity of a lifetime — the October 2013 launch of the Surface 2.

One of three U.S. college students invited to participate, Swank got an insider’s view of the importance of product development and market research.

“Participating in Microsoft’s market research allowed me to apply what I learned in my economics and finance classes to a real-world experience,” Swank said.

After the trip, a new career path rose to the surface for Swank as he now hopes to pursue a job in product planning after school.

“Overall, it was a fantastic opportunity and a hands-on learning experience that can’t be replicated in a classroom,” Swank said.

“Participating in Microsoft’s market research allowed me to apply what I learned in my economics and finance classes to a real-world experience.”

— Kristian Swank

student

Matching Gift Companies

Ameren Corporation Charitable Trust
Anheuser-Busch Companies Foundation
AT&T Foundation
Bank of America Foundation
BKD, LLP
BlackRock Matching Gift Program
Caterpillar Foundation
Cengage Learning
Coviden
Emerson Charitable Trust Matching Gifts Program
EOG Resources, Inc.
Express Scripts Foundation
FMC Corporation
IBM Corporation
KPMG Foundation
Monsanto Fund
Morgan Stanley
Peabody Energy Matching Gifts Program
Pearson Education
Pfizer Foundation Matching Gifts Program
PNC Foundation Matching Gift Program
State Farm Companies Foundation
The Boeing Company
The Coca-Cola Foundation
Matching Gifts Program
The Harley-Davidson Foundation, Inc.

Corporate-University Alliances

The following companies and universities provided support for the School of Business International Program through tours and briefings in 2013:

Continental Tire, Mount Vernon, Illinois
ESSCA, École de Management
Emerson Electric, Fisher Regulators Division, Shanghai, PRC
Hochschule Hannover, Hannover, Germany
Illinois Trade Office, Shanghai, PRC
John Deere TADA, Tianjin, PRC
Langlois-Chateau Winery, Saumur, France
Mitsubishi North America, Normal, Illinois
Remy Cointreau, Angers, France
Takko Fashion International, Xiamen, PRC
Volkswagen, Hannover, Germany
Xiamen University, Xiamen, PRC

The Northrop Grumman Foundation
Tyco Matching Gifts Program
Verizon Foundation
Wells Fargo Foundation Educational Matching Gift Program
YourCause, LLC

Maritz Inc.
Martinson Family Foundation Edison Ventures
Monsanto Company
Network for Good
Pfizer, Inc.
Proffer Investments LP
Rainbow Solutions, LLC
Rotary Club of Edwardsville
Schwab Charitable Fund
SIUE Alumni Association
State Farm
Sylogis/Teks
The Boeing Company
TheBANK of Edwardsville
Tri-State Architectural Products, Inc.
Wells Fargo
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign
William E. Schmidt Charitable Foundation
Wood River Printing & Publishing Company
School of Business
International Photo Competition

Grand Prize/1st Place:
“Napoleon Dynamite” by Lora Dust (BSA ‘14)
Paris, France